Exposition of bags and accessories traditionally is called Mospel. In this section fashion accessories were presented by companies from Russia, Turkey and Belarus. Among them are: Analpa, Remos, Galanteya, Favorit, Bond, S.Lavia, Makey, Doublecity, Perchatkilux и др.

The main advantages of ANALPA brand bags are innovative materials, modern design and a wide color palette. The largest producer of leather goods in the Republic of Belarus, Galanteya introduced a wide range of bags under their own brand which are in good demand in Russia.

The booth with bags and accessories from Turkey with Bond Non and Tony Bellucci brands had a great interest among visitors of the exhibition. But not only the bags were the subjects of attention. **Wallets, gloves, wrinkles and other accessories** were presented in Mospel exposition.
The international exhibition MosShoes is the **only exhibition in Russia with the exposition “Leather and components”**. Factories from Russia, Italy, Turkey and Republic of Belarus participated in the last edition.

Representatives of well-known domestic tanneries, enterprises for the production of **chemical components**, **suppliers of accessories, components and equipment** came to MosShoes with commercial offers for manufacturers of footwear and leather goods. Among them: Vahrushi-Yuft, Caravan-SK, Minsk Tannery, Volga Tannery, Demo Italia, Компонент, Pulcra Chemicals, Stencom, Prodotti Alfa, Usak Cagri Kimya, Farben Kimya, Ozgul Ambalaj, Sporttex, Башира, Cihan Kimya, Shebekinskaya Industrialnaya Kimya, Nakro, Gran, Fenice, Russkaya Kozha and others.

Russkaya Kozha JSC demonstrated the samples of leather produced at the request of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russia according to the "recipes" of our ancient ancestors.